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Introductory statement 

The FCA Product Intervention and Product Governance Sourcebook requires product manufacturers to share 

information about their products with their distributors. The aim is to ensure all products sold provide fair value 

and good customer outcomes. In order to do so a fair value assessment is undertaken. Following the assessment 

a Target Market Statement and a Fair Value Assessment Outcomes is produced. Both documents provide insight 

into who the product is designed for, who the product is not suitable for, main heads of cover and how it should be 

distributed. 

HOW THE FAIR VALUE ASSESMENT IS UNDERTAKEN  

Victor's Product Management Policy sets out standards by which all its products are reviewed. The review is 

undertaken in conjunction with capacity providers to fully understand the products value for its target clients. 

Product data, distribution methods and product governance are among assessment criteria. On completion of the 

review the Target Market Statement and Fair Value Assessment are produced. These documents are available to 

Victor's brokers to ensure products are distributed correctly and fairly.  

 

Product name Multi Cover Contractors  

Product status  The product is open to new and renewal business 

Who is the product designed for? Commercial customers 

Businesses domiciled in the United Kingdom of Great 

Britain & Northern Ireland, the Bailiwick of Guernsey, 

the Bailiwick of Jersey and the Isle of Man  

Who is this product not suitable for? Non-commercial customers 

Any business domiciled in any other territory other than 

those territories detailed in who the product is designed 

for. 

Customers requiring cover for single contracts, for 

contracts in excess of £5m ,for contracts overseas, 

Property Developers, customers who operate in or on 

power stations  ,nuclear installations, refineries, bulk 

storage or production premises in the oil, gas or 

chemical industries, computer rooms ,locations where 

aircraft ,hovercraft, watercraft, trains or trams are 

present and any location that involves aerospace 

systems. 
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What customer need is met by this product?  

List of covers (sections) 

Small to medium contracting businesses across a 

broad range of contracting activities with a contract 

value of less than £5m 

Standard cover – Public and Products Liability 

Optional covers  

Property Damage, Contract Works, Money, Goods in 

Transit, employee dishonesty, business interruption 

,book debts Terrorism, Employers Liability and 

Personal Accident. 

This allows the customer the flexibility to select covers 

that meet their own individual Insurance requirements 

 

 

How should this product be distributed? This product should be sold through Insurance 

Intermediaries domiciled in the United Kingdom of 

Great Britain & Northern Ireland, who can actively 

assist and provide guidance as to the appropriate type 

and level of cover. This product should not be sold 

directly to customers without this assistance and must 

not be wholesaled beyond the retail intermediary who 

holds the agency with Victor Insurance. 

Has an assessment of fair value taken place within the 

last 12 months? 

Yes  
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